February 2016 Parking Forum Questions and Comments

Attendees of the recent parking forum held on Feb. 5, 2016 submitted the following questions and comments. For answers to some of these questions, see Frequently Asked Questions.

1. There should be a mass effort to improve Shuttle Service
2. Why are we selling parking permits, when there is no parking available?
3. Who is in charge of the planning of parking structures etc.? They should be at these meetings?
4. Hire more bus drivers
5. Chancellor does not feel the pain, he doesn’t have to worry about a parking space
6. More structures, yet no infrastructure to support the services
7. Taking our money, without providing the services – fraudulent
8. Publish Shuttle Loops Time stops – create a time table
9. Not everyone has the resources to absorb the rising cost of permit
10. People are becoming more aggressive with finding or taking a parking space from someone – safety is a serious issue.
11. New parking structures should have underground parking
12. Donor spaces are reserved, yet these are taken by students, faculty, and staff P102 & P103
13. There is a lack of coordination/ too much bureaucracy
14. Reserved parking spots should be removed
15. Freshmen’s students (residents) should not be allowed to park on campus
16. Is Parking/Transportation willing to do a presentation on how to figure out bus schedules (MTS) for those who would be willing to use this option?
17. Faculty has no spaces “A” not on west campus more “S” spaces which causes faculty to be late for classes
18. There should be a reduction in parking fees
19. No more citations, when parking illegal since there is no other places to park
20. Promote more van pools
21. What about alternative work schedules; telecommuting?
22. The stress of parking is affecting campus morale
23. Parking issue at UCSD should be taken to the news